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Welcome back. I hope your 

2017 began well for you and 

your families, and I wish you 

all a successful and 

prosperous year ahead. We 

are just commencing the 

second half of another packed 

programme of Institution of 

Mechanical Engineers (West 

Cumbria) events, so visit our 

website to get all the latest details. I would like to 

share with you some of the highlights of the first 

half of our season and privide a taster of what’s 

still to come in the months ahead.  

Our Autumn Winter season began last 

September and we have delivered a variety of 

events including a lecture on Small Modular 

Reactors and Material for Nuclear challenges, a 

visit to Carr’s Biscuit factory following the 

devastating floods and M-Sport at Dovenby - both 

fully booked and well received by those who were 

lucky enough to get a place through our website.  

In January we held a fascinating talk at Lakes 

College’s SEN centre about the Birth of the 

Nuclear Reactor, tracing the key developments 

though the last sixty years. The Autumn Winter 

season closed with a technical lecture; Hydrogen 

- The Cleanest Fuel Possible from Renewable 

Sources. As with all our events, book early to 

secure your place. 

Turning to educational activities, in November 

we ran Engineering Your Future (EYF) with the 

local schools. Last year’s event aimed at 

attracting young people into Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Maths (STEM) - a sound 

foundation to future careers in engineering. These 

events are designed to attract the younger 

generation so please support and encourage your 

local schools to get involved.  

Looking forward in our events calendar, we 

are planning four lectures/visits and our 13th 

Annual Dinner. A copy of our current events 

programme is on the back of this newsletter, so 

book early via our IMechE Near You website. I 

would particularly like to draw your attention to 

our trips to Leyland Truck and the James Fisher 

Nuclear: places on these will be limited so book 

early to avoid disappointment. Work has also 

begun on planning this year’s Annual Dinner 

which will once again be held at Lakes College 

Lillyhall Workington on Thursday 22nd June.  

Finally, I’m delighted to announce we have 

secured the Bloodhound team to return to talk to 

us about their World Land Speed Record 

Challenge, that thanks to new funding is set for 

October this year. The BLOODHOUND Project 

centres on BLOODHOUND SSC, a supersonic car 

that is designed not only to go faster than the 

speed of sound (supersonic) but to over 

1,000mph (1,600km/h). It will cover a mile in 

just 3.6 seconds. The dinner will be linked to an 

educational theme around Bloodhound, where on 

22nd June, local schools will be invited to attend 

Lakes College during the day for an interactive 

session involving a replica scale model of 

Bloodhound, British Engineering at its best. 
 

Best Wishes and I look forward to seeing you 

soon. 
 

Simon Mandale BSc(Hons) AMIMechE  

Chairman – IMechE (West Cumbria) 

simon.mandale@sellafieldsites.com 
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 FEATURES 
SMALL MODULAR REACTORS 

Dr Paul Gilchrist addressed the pros and cos of 

SMRs, including economic deployment and UK 

opportunities. 

M-SPORT’S NERVE CENTRE 

We toured the motorsport manufacturing base of  

M-Sport, seeing how Dovenby Hall’s twelfth-century 

grounds have developed into a world class site. 

MATERIAL CHALLENGES 

National Nuclear Laboratory Chief Scientist Professor 

Andrew Sherry uncovered the material challenges 

associated with current and future reactor systems. 

BRITAIN’S BISCUIT INSTITUTE   

Taking in each and every crumb of detail, a tasty 

tour of the Carr’s Caldewgate factory, owned by 

McVitie’s, was organised by IMechE West Cumbria. 

THE BIRTH OF A REACTOR 

IMechE’s Mike Farrer discussed the science and 

history behind nuclear reactors, and in particular the 

development of reactors in the UK. 

LOCAL TRANSPORT HERITAGE 

West Cumbria’s Young Members discovered the roots 

of our local transport industry, seeing how the by-

gone era is being preserved for generations to come. 

CMR: RESCUING SINCE 1953 

As a charity funded and voluntary organisation, 

Cockermouth Mountain Rescue spend 8,000 hours 

per year on rescues, this talk laid down the facts.  

 

SPRING/SUMMER CALENDAR 

Take a look at the back page for our Spring/Summer 

events calendar. Get yourself booked onto one! 
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BLOODHOUND 

IS BACK 

 

Image: BLOODHOUND SSC: www.bloodhoundssc.com 
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SUPPORTING YOUR IMECHE 

KEY SPONSOR 2016/17 

CHARITY CHEQUE PRESENTATION 

Thanks to the generosity of the attendees at our 2016 Annual Dinner, we raised £1350 from the Prize 

Raffle Draw, which we split equally between our chosen Charities on the night; Cockermouth Mountain 

Rescue, Workington RNLI and Hospice at Home West Cumbria, donating £450 of much needed money 

to each each of these deserving causes. 

Simon R Mandale (left), presenting the 
charity donation cheque to CMR Team 
Chairman Martin Pickavance and CMR 
Team Leader Andrew McNeil.  

David McArthur (left) presenting the 
charity donation cheque to Tim Chittenden, 
representing the Workington RNLI. 

Simon Farrell (centre) presenting the 
charity donation cheque to representatives 
of Hospice at Home West Cumbria.  

IMPROVING 

THE WORLD 

THROUGH 

ENGINEERING 

Proud to support the IMechE in West Cumbria 

Arup is an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants and technical specialists offering a broad 
range of professional services. 

Founded in 1946, Arup has 12,000 people working in 92 offices in 40 counties, and our projects have taken us to more 
than 160 countries. We are passionate about the work that we do in West Cumbria and are committed to supporting our 
local communities.  

 

www.arup.com | markholmes@arup.com 



As well as being is a Technical Fellow for Jacobs 

UK Ltd, Paul is also a visiting professor at 

Manchester University where he delivers a 

module on a PhD course for Nuclear 

Technology. The event was held at the Lakes 

College and Paul began the presentation with a 

pre-amble around the UK and US Energy Policy 

to give the rest of the talk some context. This 

involved a summary of some of the recent 

announcements regarding the impending skills 

gaps and also how nuclear power will fit into 

the countries future energy mix. The event was 

presented just before the announcement 

regarding Hinkley Point C and Paul gave an 

insight into the possible ramifications of a 

decision to cancel the project (although he 

thought it would go ahead).  

The presentation then moved into an 

introduction into Small Modular Reactors, 

explaining what a Small Modular Reactor is and 

whether a Business Case could be made for UK 

Investment. Paul explained that as the name 

suggests the SMRs are: Small - which are 

typically with an output less than 300MWe, 

Modular – which are manufactured at a plant 

and transported to a site, and Reactor – which 

is the device for controlling the nuclear reaction 

for electricity generation. 

From there Paul went through the various 

types of SMR available such as the Light Water 

Reactor (LWR), Gas Cooled Reactor (GCR) and 

the Fast Reactors. He then compared these 

with other reactor technologies such as IRIS, 

HTR-PM and PRISM. The presentation then 

progressed to look at the SMR fuel cycle which 

is designed for maximum flexibility and then 

looked into the benefits offered by SMRs: these 

typically allowed more investors to potentially 

consider investment in nuclear power, due to 

their smaller size potentially lower O&M costs, 

lower commissioning costs and timescales, 

Domestic Supply Chain and more flexible siting.  

This was then compared against some of 

the disadvantages which include size of reactor 

output, there is still some Research and 

Development required for the LWR and in the 

case of the FR and GCR they both have 

relatively low Technology Readiness levels, 

there would be a requirement for new 

regulations and currently only rough cost 

estimates are available due to the immaturity 

of the designs. 

After describing the various types of Small 

Modular Reactor and the pros and cons of each, 

Paul went on to look at their economics when 

compared with those of a standard nuclear 

power station. This came down to the choice 

between one large reactor or a cluster of SMRs 

at each site. From an environmental 

perspective it could be argued that a smaller 

reactor would have a smaller footprint: 

however to reach the same power output the 

footprint may well be the same size or more 

due to multiple SMRs, and a spread of SMRs 

throughout the country might not be seen as 

desirable as each location would by definition 

become a new nuclear site.  

As regards commercial issues, Paul stated 

that International Collaboration would be 

essential to the development of the SMRs and 

the UK would need to develop a credible 

national R&D programme and support design 

and manufacturing. Paul then listed the 

potential organisations who could be involved in 

the SMR program. 

To close, the presentation Paul stated that 

a five part business case would be required to 

secure a UK Investment of the scale required; 

this would include the Strategic Case, Economic 

Case, Commercial Case, Financial Case and the 

Management Case: as seen the presentation 

there are a number of obstacles required to be 

overcome before a Business Case could be 

produced.  

Tom Pritt, IMechE West Cumbria 
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A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY: 

SMALL MODULAR REACTORS & THE UK 

SMALL MODULAR REACTORS (SMRS) OFFER A FASTER, CHEAPER WAY OF BUILDING NEW NUCLEAR, AND 
THE UK LOOKS WELL-PLACED TO LEAD THE WAY.   

Westinghouse SMR: Improved energy security 
and reduction in the overall lifecycle carbon 

Image: Westinghouse 

Event Organiser Tom Pritt thanks Dr Paul 
Gilchrist for his talk on various SMRs. 

THE WESTINGHOUSE 

SMR DESIGN:  

a >225 MWe integral pressurised 
water reactor with all primary 
components located inside the 
reactor vessel  

” “SMALL MODULAR 

REACTORS DON’T REPLACE, 

BUT HAVE THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO 

COMPLEMENT A NEW 

GENERATION OF NUCLEAR 

PLANTS IN THE UK. 

Simon Marshall, Westinghouse EMEA Director  

WESTINGHOUSE SMR  

FEATURES AT A GLANCE: 

 

- ELECTRIC OUTPUT: >225 MWE 

- REACTOR POWER: 800 MWT 

- DESIGN LIFE: 60 YEARS 

- TOTAL SITE AREA: ~15 ACRES 

- PASSIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS 

- RAIL, TRUCK OR BARGE SHIPPABLE 

- COMPACT INTEGRAL DESIGN 

- STANDARDISED, FULLY MODULAR 
APPROACH 

- MINIMISED FOOTPRINT, MAXIMISED 
POWER OUTPUT 

- 24 MONTHS BETWEEN REFUELLING 

Image: Westinghouse 
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M-Sport is one of West Cumbria’s highest 

profile companies, known worldwide for their 

success in rallying. The company started in 

1979 running rally cars from the building 

adjacent to Malcolm Wilson’s house near 

Cockermouth. In the following years the 

company rallied predominantly Ford Escorts. 

There was growth and success throughout the 

80s and 90s and in 1996 Ford selected M-Sport 

to run their World Rally team. In 1998 Malcolm 

Wilson purchased Dovenby Hall. The hall 

underwent two years of renovations, with the 

team moving into the facility in May 2000. 

The evening began with the brief history of 

M-Sport before visiting their museum. Within 

the museum, there was a range of rally cars 

produced at Dovenby Hall. The vehicles 

included the 2011 Ford Fiesta which led Mikko 

Hirvonen to a second place in the World 

Driver’s Championship, a 2008 Ford Focus 

World Rally Car and a Ford Fiesta S2000 which 

competed in the 2010 intercontinental 

challenge. The museum also housed a rare road

-going Ford Escort RS1700T, produced by Ford 

to allow them to enter the World Rally 

Championship during the Group B era.  

After the museum the group toured the 

manufacturing facility, which included their 

fabrication, gearbox and engine workshops. 

One of the most impressive features is the 

5,575 square metre final assembly hall, where 

members of the tour could get a close up look 

at some of the vehicles being currently built 

and serviced. Sitting in pride of place in the 

entrance to the assembly hall was a Colin 

McRea driven Ford Focus - the first WRC victory 

of an M-Sport produced car in the 1999 Safari 

Rally.  

Since the withdrawal of official backing 

from Ford, M-Sport have expanded their 

portfolio providing World Rally Cars to an 

increased number of private customers, 

numerous other categories of rally cars, World 

Rally Cross cars and the M-Sport Bentley 

Continental GT3 for circuit racing. M-Sport has 

produced the World Rally Cross cars for many 

customers, but in 2016 they produced Ford 

Focus to be run by Hoonigan Racing Divison. 

The first year was initially billed as a 

development year. However, after a few 

teething problems at the beginning of the year 

the Focus became one of the most competitive 

cars, with Andreas Bakkerud ending the season 

in third place with three wins. 

The M-Sport Bentley Continental GT3 had a 

similarly outstanding debut season in 2014 with 

two wins and a second place finish in the 

championship. Production of M-Sport’s cars is 

split between the facility at Dovenby Hall and a 

new Facility at M-Sport Poland, which mainly 

concentrates on the more junior front wheel 

drive R1 and R2 Ford Fiestas.  

Before the tour ended there was a chance 

to see some of the older parts of the hall, which 

date back to the 16th century, with the estate 

dating back to 1154. The property remained in 

private ownership until 1930 when it became a 

mental institution. Malcolm Wilson purchased 

the estate following the closure of the hospital.  

Despite the impressive facility that M-Sport 

already have, development at Dovenby Hall is 

not finished as the company have now begun 

the building of the M-Sport Evaluation Centre. 

The £19million project will include a 2.5km test 

track, self-contained workshops and meeting 

facilities. The project is hoped to safeguard 200 

jobs and create a further 100. 

Simon Farrell, IMechE West Cumbria 
 

An idyllic setting in the heart of the Cumbrian countryside. The site has been extensively renovated and 
the old manor house now sits next to a state-of-the-art workshop.  

MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR CHALLENGES 

Prof. Sherry is the National Nuclear Laboratory 

Chief Scientist who provides independent 

advice to Government and Industry, and media 

input on nuclear and energy issues. He is also a 

Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering as 

well as a Fellow of the Institute of Materials, 

Minerals and Mining. Beginning his 

presentation, Prof. Sherry emphasised the key 

role of the nuclear build strategy in the limiting 

of worldwide CO2 emissions, explaining that 

there are more nuclear power facilities now in 

design or construction than at any time in the 

past. Fundamentally, the performance, under 

reactor and primary circuit conditions, of the 

materials used is what limits the life in-service 

of reactors and of fuel reprocessing plants.  

It was revealed that the UK, thanks to its 

long experience with advanced gas-cooled 

reactors (AGR) and reprocessing plant, has the 

vital scientific knowledge of how materials 

behave at the high temperatures and the 

neutron bombardment levels that will be 

necessary for new and economic designs 

(Generation IV). 

Professor Sherry then outlined for his 

audience the main factors governing materials 

performance in AGRs, light-water reactors 

(LWR) and small modular reactors. This led to a 

consideration of the future reactor types 

covered by the Generation IV initiative. 

He noted that Materials Science in the AGR 

environment had given us vastly improved 

understanding of the degradation of irradiated 

graphite, of creep in heat exchanger tubes and 

of the cracking of pipes and pressure vessels 

associated with residual stresses and high 

strains in welded parts. There are encouraging 

prospects for new alloys that contain small 

quantities of metals in the platinum/palladium 

group, such as Ruthenium (Ru).   

In manufacturing, the performance of 

welded parts has been vastly improved by the 

use of electron beam (EB) welding. These and 

related techniques are increasingly being 

employed to achieve high-integrity welds; the 

technology is suitable for many metals and 

alloys. 

IMechE West Cumbria members had 

recently listened to a lecture on the Small 

Modular Reactor (SMR) concepts, possibilities 

and international plans. For materials research, 

Prof. Sherry said, SMRs bring new needs for 

new materials, new welding technologies and 

new surface technologies.  

The talk then turned to leading-edge 

reactor research and designs. Prof. Sherry rose 

to the task of enlightening us on the 

technologies covered by the Generation IV 

international consortium, their potential 

benefits and the demands that operating at 

600°C will place on the materials available for 

their construction. Through continuing 

research, he concluded, engineers will do their 

part to reduce mankind’s dependence on 

carbon-based fuels. The new reactor types will 

eventually create a ‘uranium battery’ for the 

supply of energy to the world. 

John Foster, IMechE West Cumbria 
 

Image: M-Sport 

THE NERVE CENTRE 

OF FORD’S RALLY OPERATION 

THE RALLY CARS HAVE THE WHOLE WORLD AS THEIR STAGE, BUT EVERYTHING REALLY HAPPENS IN A 
QUIET CORNER OF CUMBRIA.  

PROVIDING UNDERSTANDING REGARDING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ADVANCED MATERIALS, 

NEW MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES AND THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENTS IN REACTORS 

IMechE’s John Foster offers thanks and presents 
Andrew with the traditional “Pit Tankie”. 



The founder, Jonathan Dodgson Carr was born 

into a Quaker family in Kendal, but in 1831 he 

left the family bakery and moved to Carlisle to 

set up his own bakery business. Initially, his 

business premises were in a shop in the centre 

of Carlisle, mainly producing bread. However he 

quickly recognised the potential for making 

biscuits, and in 1837 he moved the business to 

Caldewgate and built a flour mill, bread and 

biscuit bakery, with two further factories 

opening in 1890 and 1900.   

In 1841 a Royal Warrant was granted by 

Queen Victoria, making Carr’s the first biscuit 

maker to receive the accolade. In 1851, these 

were included in the refreshments at the Great 

Exhibition in Hyde Park, attended by 6,000,000 

people, about one third of the UK population at 

that time. By the end of 19th century, Carr’s 

discovered that by using water instead of fat to 

blend the dry ingredients together, biscuits 

could be kept fresh almost indefinitely in sealed 

tins on long ship voyages. Carr’s Table Water 

biscuits were much preferred to the previous 

‘hard tack’ originally eaten by sailors, but as 

word spread, they began to be enjoyed by 

many others. The Carr’s brands have since 

been extended to include various flavoured 

versions of the Table Water crackers, Carr’s 

Melts and the Carr’s Selection pack.  

However, as well as the famous crackers 

still sold under the Carr’s brand name, the 

Carlisle bakery also produces a whole range of 

sweet biscuits, some under the McVitie’s brand 

and many for a wide range of well-known retail 

chains under their own labels. Some 800 people 

work at the bakery, which operates 24 hours 

per day, generally 5 or 6 days per week. Every 

day it produces some 1,500,000 packets of 

biscuits, despatched from the site in 17 

articulated lorries. These include such well-

known standards such as custard creams, 

ginger nuts, bourbons, rich tea and fruit 

shortcake biscuits.  

The statistics are truly mind boggling: in a 

single day, the site produces 7,000,000 small 

table water biscuits, 7,000,000 ginger nuts and 

6,000,000 bourbon biscuits, as well as many 

other varieties of biscuit. Indeed, the floods in 

December 2015 led early in 2016 to reports in 

the national press, triggering panic buying of 

these family favourites! 

Over the last few decades, the Carlisle 

business has undergone several changes of 

BRITAIN'S BIGGEST  

BAKERY & BISCUIT BUSINESS  

name, being bought out by United Biscuits in 

1972 and merged into a larger group including 

other famous brands such as McVitie’s and 

Jacob’s. In 2014, United Biscuits was in turn 

bought out by giant Turkish food group Yildiz 

Holding, which in 2015 reorganised its global 

biscuit brands under a new name, Pladis. 

However, the group recognises consumer 

loyalties to the previous brand names that have 

grown up over many generations: whilst it 

continues to develop new 

products, it has no plans to 

change its traditional 

biscuits. 

After an introductory 

talk, the IMechE group was 

able to tour key parts of the 

bakery and to gain an 

appreciation of the truly 

massive scale of operations 

at the Carlisle site. These include lines for the 

production of the traditional crackers made on 

‘sheet and cut’ lines, and also ‘rotary moulded’ 

lines used for sweet biscuits such as ginger 

nuts and bourbons. The whole plant is certified 

to ISO 14001.  

For the crackers, dough is spread out and 

passed through successive rollers to reduce its 

thickness before being cunningly folded back on 

itself in several stages to produce a multi-ply 

sheet of dough. This is further rolled out to the 

final thickness before the actual biscuit shapes 

are cut out and fed into the ovens for baking at 

high temperature. The trapping of air between 

the multiple layers of dough is what produces 

the characteristics of the traditional cracker. 

Sweet biscuits are also moulded from 

dough but do not undergo any folding. The 

moulding process produces the final shape and 

thickness of each biscuit, as well as the 

traditional lettering and pattern of holes on the 

upper surface. The remaining dough from which 

the biscuit shapes have been cut is immediately 

fed back into the dough mixer so that there is 

no waste from the process. 

At the end of each baking 

oven, the biscuits are force 

cooled to ensure their 

temperature and moisture 

content is carefully 

controlled. All biscuits 

undergo several quality 

control checks, passing 

underneath high-speed 

cameras that can detect and reject any out-of-

specification products before being packed. 

Most of the packing is done automatically, but 

some still involves highly skilled workers 

picking up exactly the right number of biscuits 

to fit into each packet. There is also a great 

deal of automation using robots to place 

packets into cardboard boxes, and also to stack 

the boxes onto pallets ready for loading into 

trailers for despatch to customers.  

The presentation also described the 

extensive work that had been undertaken to 

clean and sanitize the plant to the 

tremendously high standards required for food 

manufacturing, and to get it back into operation 

following the floods. This had involved multiple 

stages of cleaning and checking by off-site 

agencies before the plant was allowed to 

resume operations. Work is also going on to 

improve the resilience of the site should central 

Carlisle suffer future flooding events. 

Many thanks are due to all the engineering 

staff at Carr’s who went out of their way to 

make this visit possible, acting as guides and 

fielding a wide range of questions about the 

company, its workforce, production processes 

and its world famous products.  

Jim Furness, IMechE West Cumbria 

 

  

Image: McVitie’s 

WITH TWO CENTURIES OF HISTORY, CARRS HAVE BEEN CREATING SCRUMPTIOUS BISCUITS AND 
CRACKERS SINCE 1831, FAST BECOMING BRITAIN’S LARGEST BAKERY BUSINESS. 
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Cutaway of an AGR fuel assembly: the fissile fuel in a commercial nuclear reactor is typically packaged 
into rods, which are collected together in arrays and placed within vertical cylindrical channels  
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The talk, on Thursday 19th January 2017, 

began by discussing Madame Curie’s work 

measuring the intensity of radiation using her 

electrometer. The work of Prof Rutherford was 

then discussed, deriving the terminology 

“Alpha” and “Beta”, before considering the full 

mathematical derivation which Rutherford’s 

Lecturer, Prof JJ Thompson (Cambridge 

University) used to prove the existence of the 

electron. The inclusion of the mathematical 

derivation demonstrated to the audience 

utilising simple Newtonian mathematics 

supported by empirical measurement and more 

recent work by Stokes it was possible to make 

significant advancements in science. 

Discussion then turned to the key findings 

of the 1930s and considered the conditions at 

the time; loyalty, patriotism and betrayal which 

led to the race for the ultimate weapon. The 

thirties considered key breakthrough by 

Chadwick discovering the Neutron, and in the 

same year Szilard’s hypothesis of the Chain 

Reaction and the final work by Lise Meitner and 

Otto Frish in their hypothesis that uranium 

“split” into lighter elements and in the process 

released neutrons. After this then came the 

efforts of Enrico Fermi conceiving a Nuclear 

Reactor to demonstrate the earlier findings, 

initially unsuccessfully but subsequent 

improvements and development led to the 

world’s first reactor in the Chicago Squash 

court.  

The talk then went on to consider the UK 

nuclear effort and the necessity to repeat the 

work of the US. This started with a look at the 

first UK reactor “GLEEP” (Graphite Low Energy 

Experimental Pile) at Harwell whose sole 

purpose was to provide the initial research for 

the UK production reactors, which was in turn 

subsequently supported by BEP0 (British 

Experimental Pile Zero) which in turn supported 

later UK reactor developments. The audience 

were shown the core reactor Physics, the 6 

Factor Formula for the Neutron Lifecycle and 

invited to consider the implications of the 

theory against some of the phenomena 

associated with the UK Production Pile 1. Much 

of the information associated with this time was 

passed from Mr John Harris (formerly a 

Scientist in Windscale in the 1950s and latterly 

a Lecturer in Nuclear Physics at the University 

of Manchester).  

The core engineering developments in 

materials and ideas which supported the 

development of the MAGNOX reactor were then 

considered and finally the extension of those 

ideas leading to the UK Advanced Gas Cooled 

Reactors. Finally the audience was invited to 

IMechE’s David Williamson thanks Mike for 
discussing the science behind Nuclear Reactors. 

NUCLEAR 

CHAIN REACTION 

IMECHE WEST CUMBRIA’S MIKE FARRER, WHO IS A MECHANICAL ENGINEER WITH ARUP, STEPPED UP 
TO DISCUSS THE SCIENCE AND HISTORY BEHIND NUCLEAR REACTORS, AND UK POWER GENERATION. 

The GLEEP (Graphite Low Energy Experimental Pile) reactor at Harwell, Oxfordshire 

consider the Nuclear Physics which had been 

demonstrated to consider the key design 

mistakes which led to the 1986 Catastrophe in 

the RBMK reactor at Chernobyl.  

Mike Farrer, IMechE West Cumbria 

After nearly a decade of events, Engineering 

Your Future continues to be an annual event 

where the students take part in a number of 

challenging hands-on activities which 

demonstrate various engineering disciplines: 

the activities were delivered by STEM 

Ambassadors representing the IMechE, 

IChemE, ICE and NI. 

While taking a break over lunch, the 

students had the opportunity to talk to 

ENGINEERING YOUR FUTURE 2016 
representatives from several local employers 

about future opportunities at a Careers 

Marketplace. 

The feedback received from the students 

and teachers was positive with a large number 

indicating a preference for STEM careers. We 

would like to pass their thanks on to the 

Ambassadors who gave up their time to make 

the day so enjoyable. 

Mark Holmes, IMechE West Cumbria 
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Cockermouth Mountain Rescue is charity 

funded entirely by voluntary donations and is 

run entirely by unpaid volunteers who are on 

call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. It roughly 

costs £60,000 per year to run, with the team 

also equipped in undertaking swift water 

rescues in the mountains and in flood 

emergencies – during the December 2015 

floods, the base was open continuously for 57 

hours, and they responded to 74 individual 

calls.  

Following a brief round of introductions, 

Andrew and his team gave a presentation on 

the team’s history and activities they have been 

involved in. The committee then split up to visit 

the control room, Land Rover response vehicles 

and training room designed so the team can 

to enable easy selection at night or in poor 

weather conditions. The team took out some 

equipment to demonstrate its operation, this 

included a vacuum mattress which was used on 

one of the IMechE team. If necessary, CMR can 

request helicopter assistance from the Coast 

Guard and Air Ambulance - it takes a 

Coastguard Rescue helicopter from Prestwick 

approximately 30 minutes to arrive in the Lakes 

area.  

In the training room the team 

demonstrated how to rig a stretcher for 

removal of an injured person down a cliff face. 

This involved a member of the rescue team 

traversing backwards off a 15ft drop with the 

stretcher above them. This was very impressive 

and demonstrated how much trust the team 

members have in each other. This trust was 

brought into sharper focus when it was 

explained that this operation has been done in 

the wind, rain and snow at night. It was 

impressive to see and hear the team using 

disciplined operations – three way 

communication at each stage of the recovery 

drop. We were told that trust has to be gained 

and instructions have to be followed as lives are 

at risk constantly. 

The night concluded with a short film of a 

live rescue in the Buttermere Valley on 

Grasmoor Front, see below. This was followed 

by a visit to the Castle Bar in Cockermouth. 

Simon Mandale , IMechE West Cumbria 

An example of the high spec, high quality Engi-
neering that TSP deliver for their customers. 

Workington Transport Heritage Trust is a 

charitable organisation made up of volunteers 

with a mutual interest in restoring and 

preserving forms of public transport, 

particularly those with a direct link to the local 

area. The history ties to the former Leyland 

Works in Lillyhall have led to the group 

acquiring and painstakingly restoring buses that 

were built and operated in West Cumbria. 

From wiring to upholstery, the work is 

carried out by volunteers. WTHT welcomes all 

comers; from those with an enthusiasm for 

buses, to those with mechanical apprentices 

looking to get some extra spanner-time 

bringing their skills to a different type of engine 

than they are used to. However, sometimes 

good-will isn’t enough and replacement parts 

can be expensive. In order to help fund their 

preservation, WTHT have obtained a licence to 

hire them out privately as well as provide bus 

cover for the railway in the event of a train 

being unable to run. The proceeds from this are 

invested back into Trust, for buying parts and 

acquiring new vehicles.  

The presentation was carried out by Chair 

of the Trust, Ian Dunn, who’s knowledge of the 

hobby and engineering elements engaged all 

who attended. Ian also engaged in a Q&A 

session with the 16 attendees, which included 

questions on local history and his own 

experiences. After the talk, guests toured the 

facility and examined the Trust’s work.  

As well as seeing the fully and partially 

restored buses dating back to the 1980s when 

Cumberland Motor Services managed the local 

buses, guests also inspected the vintage fire 

engine and pump that they are restoring. Ian 

also showcased the host of technical drawings 

from the old Leyland factory and an extensive 

collection of magazines, books and memorabilia 

dating back decades.  

Everyone that attended agreed it had been 

a thoroughly entertaining and fascinating visit, 

with some attendees spotted talking to Ian 

afterwards about volunteering themselves!  

Simon Walsh, IMechE West Cumbria 

ENGINEERING HERITAGE 

WITH FUTURE ENGINEERS 

IMECHE WEST CUMBRIA’S YOUNG MEMBERS DISCOVERED THE ROOTS OF OUR LOCAL TRANSPORT 
INDUSTRY, SEEING HOW THE BY-GONE ERA IS BEING PRESERVED FOR GENERATIONS TO COME.  

practice climbing and rigging situations before 

they go out on the mountains. 

In the control room, team member Jeff 

Haslam demonstrated the radio and IT systems 

that the team uses and talked through different 

situations the team has been faced with over 

the years. On average, CMR averages around 

60-80 callouts a year with volunteers spending 

around 8,000 hours per year on rescues. The 

most common time for a callout is around 4pm, 

with the most common day being a Sunday. 

Peak time for the team is July to September 

and Members have been known to be called out 

on Christmas Day. It was a surprise to hear 

how large the geographical area that the team 

covers is – from the Ennerdale Valley in the 

south right up to Port Carlisle in the north. 

Cockermouth Mountain Rescue is one of 12 

Lake District mountain rescue teams; with 

neighbouring teams in Wasdale and Keswick. 

The response vehicles include 3 Land Rover 

Defenders modified to cope with the harsh 

treatment endured on the Lake District fells, 

and a Mercedes Sprinter 4x4. The two 

‘frontline’ Defenders carry identical kit that is 

checked, tagged and stored in its own location 

THE TEAM: RESCUING SINCE 1953 
THE IDEA OF COCKERMOUTH MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM WAS CONCEIVED IN 1953 BY JACK 

JACKSON AND JOHN BELL , TO EASE THE PRESSURE ON THE OVERWORKED KESWICK TEAM, 

WHICH HAD BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR SIX YEARS.  

Image: Matt Williamson 

Image: Matt Williamson 



IMECHE WEST CUMBRIA 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

IMechE West Cumbria: nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/UK/North-Western/West-Cumbria-Area 
IMechE WC Young Members: nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/UK/North-Western/West-Cumbria-Young-Member-Panel  
IMechE UK: www.imeche.org 
 

Sign up to our IMechE West Cumbria mailing list, forward your email to: WCumbSec@imechenetwork.org 

If you’re a working engineer or technician, find out about membership or professional registration for you or your colleagues: membership@imeche.org 

If you’re an existing member of the Institution with a vision to be a future volunteer in education, become a STEM Ambassador: ambassador@imeche.org  

IMPROVING 

THE WORLD 

THROUGH 

ENGINEERING 

TALK: The New Shannon Class All Weather Lifeboat  
30 March 2017, 19:30 (registration at 18:45) 
This talk will cover the requirements for the new Shannon Class lifeboat. How these have been achieved with the aid of 

computer and real modelling techniques, the use of the Ship Test Tank followed by full scale prototype trials leading to a 

boat which has exceptional sea keeping ability. 

Location: Lakes College West Cumbria, Lillyhall, Workington, CA14 4JN 
Organiser: Simon Mandale (wcumbchair@imechenearyou.org) 

TALK: Geological Disposal Facilty 
1 June 2017, 19:00 (registration at 18:30) 

A talk that will review the historical development of UK and international plans for the long term management of higher 

activity radioactive wastes, reflect on the experience of implementing the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely process in 

west Cumbria, and describe developments following publication of the Implementing Geological Disposal White Paper in 

2014. 

Location: tbc  

Organiser: Jim Furness (jim_furness@hotmail.com) 

James Fisher Nuclear 
06 April 2017, 14:30 (registration at 14:15) 
Opportunity to visit James Fisher Nuclear's facilities at Egremont. JFN are one of the leading providers of bespoke 

engineering solutions to the nuclear industry. This visit will give a chance to see some of their innovative work currently 

under development in their Rig Hall. 

Location: James Fisher Nuclear Ltd, Unit 14 Bridge End Industrial Estate, Egremont, CA22 2RD  

Organiser: Catherine Anthony (catherine.anthony@jfnl.co.uk) 

To book your place on any of the events below please visit;  

http://nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/UK/North-Western/West-Cumbria-Area/events 

Don’t forget, if you have registered your email with us you will be the first to know when future events are available for 

bookings. For more information on any of our events, contact the event organiser. 

IMechE West Cumbria Annual Dinner 2017 
22 June 2017, 19:00 (drinks reception at 18:30) 

We are delighted to once again be holding the 12th IMechE West Cumbria Annual Dinner at Lakes College West Cumbria, 

where our guest speakers are going to be Mike Ford, from the Bloodhound SSC Outreach Team and Colin Brown, Director of 

Engineering of the IMechE. 

Location: Lakes College West Cumbria, Lillyhall, Workington, CA14 4JN 

Organiser: Simon Mandale (wcumbchair@imechenearyou.org) 

VISIT: Leyland Trucks 
18 May 2017, 09:00 (first pick up) 19:00 (last drop off) 
A coach trip to visit one of Britain’s leading manufacturing companies; Leyland Truck, who design, manufacture and 

customer support of high-quality light-, medium- and heavy-duty trucks under the DAF nameplates. This trip costs £20pp 

in advance (non-returnable unless a replacement is found), covering a buffet lunch and return luxury coach travel  

with designated pick-up points on route from Whitehaven.  

Location: Croston Rd, Leyland, PR26 6LZ 

Organiser: David Williamson (djw7@sellafieldsites.com) 

LIMITED NUMBERS 

Pre-booking your place on an event is mandatory, each event will become active for bookings nearer its date. Events are for all ages with no specific requirements unless specified. 

Visit the events page of our website for more information or contact the individual event organiser.  

You do not need to be a member of the IMechE to attend our events, all are open to the public and free entry unless stated.  

 

LIMITED NUMBERS 

nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/UK/North-Western/West-Cumbria-Area
nearyou.imeche.org/near-you/UK/North-Western/West-Cumbria-Young-Member-Panel

